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INTRODUCTION
1. Ritual Displacement

The Roman envoys sent to settle affairs in the East after Rome’s victory over Macedonia in 167 BC must have been shocked at the spectacle that awaited them in Nikomedia, the capital of the kingdom of Bithynia. They expected to meet Prusias, king of Bithynia, a friend and ally of the Roman people. But the man who appeared in front of them had his head shaved and was wearing the attire of a Roman freedman: a white cap, toga, and boots. The king, in this ‘theatrical costume’ (διασκεψη), stretched out his right hand to the envoys and greeted them with the words: “Behold your freedman, who is willing to endear himself to you and emulate all your customs.” Polybius, our source, describes another bizarre scene with the same protagonist, this time in Rome:

When he came to the entrance that leads to the senate, he stood at the little door facing the council and, lowering both his hands to the ground, he prostrated himself in front of the threshold and those who were seated and exclaimed: ‘hail, you saviour gods!’

In Nikomedia, Prusias performed a Roman social ritual, in Rome a Greek religious one: lying entirely flat on the ground in front of a divinity, a practice known both from literary sources and from iconography. The ritual of προσκυνεῖν or γονυπετεῖν, primarily attested in connection with saviour gods, was often associated with supplication and primarily performed by women. By adopting it, Prusias assumed the passive role of a suppliant and a woman. The ritual at Nikomedia was intended to make the Romans into Prusias’ patrons; the ritual in Rome transformed the building of the senate.
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* I would like to thank Elizabeth Meyer and Ted Lendon for correcting my English and for their critical remarks.

1 Polybius 30.18-19; cf. Livy 45.44.
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into a Greek temple, the senators into gods, and the king into a suppliant. The aim of both rituals was to establish and express a reciprocal relationship of dependence: as a *libertus*, Prusias was obliged to obey the Romans, obliging them in return to protect him; by declaring the Romans saviour gods, he asked them not to stop manifesting their rescuing power. Both rituals involved the use of the appropriate costume and body language.

In both cases, traditional rituals were displaced from their usual contexts: the ritual behaviour of a man who has just been manumitted was imitated by a king, who may have used the attributes of a freedman (cap, toga, and boots), but lacked his most important legal right: Roman citizenship. The ritual behaviour of a man who approaches the statue of a god in a temple was transferred from a temple to the *curia*, from the gods to the senators of Rome.

Prusias’ ritual experiments were criticised by his contemporaries and ultimately failed to guarantee Rome’s protection. But they did make a lasting impact in another respect. Although his behaviour in Nikomedia did not find imitators among contemporaries, for modern historians it became the paradigmatic behaviour of the client king. His behaviour in Rome may have shocked his contemporary audience, but 150 years later the Roman senate was indeed worshipped in the Greek East as a deity (*theos Synkletos*), leaving the Greeks as puzzled over the gender of the new god (*senatus* is masculine, but *σύνκλητος* feminine) as medieval theologians were over the gender of the angels.

In these two episodes two worlds met, two worlds with their different cultural traditions, but also two different states engaged in a complex power play. Significantly, Prusias, a Hellenised king and not a religious expert, chose to express the relationship between his kingdom and Rome symbolically through rituals, by adopting a foreign ritual and by transferring a local ritual from one context, that of the worship of the gods, to another, that of the political relations with a hegemonic power. I have chosen these episodes of Hellenistic history as an introduction to the complex phenomenon of ritual dynamics in the Roman Empire because they encapsulate two essential features of this phenomenon – ritual transfer and the adaptation of rituals in order to demonstrate changes in relationships
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– and because they date to a relatively early phase of Roman expansion. I have chosen these episodes also because they do not come first to one’s mind in connection with the subject of ritual dynamics.

The Roman Empire is a model for understanding the changing functions of rituals in changing environments. The enormous spatial dimensions of the Empire; its complex multicultural character; the unprecedented mobility of its population; the contrasts between the unified administrative system and local autonomy, between old traditions and new hierarchical structures and institutions, between centre and periphery, and between the local and universal; and the interplay between tradition, innovation, and revival – all these are factors that affected the operation of rituals in religion, politics, and society.

A few characteristic cases, taken primarily from the Roman East, will serve to exemplify some aspects of the dynamics of rituals in the Roman Empire: agency, transfer, emulation, and competition. I shall discuss only instances of ritual dynamics that were caused by the existence of the Roman Empire, and not cases that merely occurred in the Empire without being altered or generated by the Empire. It will soon become clear that I am not viewing this phenomenon from the perspective of the capital but from that of the provinces. This, of course, does not mean that Rome itself did not experience ritual dynamics. On the contrary: from the very beginning of the expansion that ultimately created the Empire, the Romans were continually confronted with the rituals of their allies and their enemies and confronted them with their own, e.g., when they took oaths and declared war, when they sacrificed before a battle and practiced divination, when they received envoys or saw their successful generals being declared gods in the Greek cities. This clash of cultures became, indeed, the subject of anecdotes, such as the one narrated by Livy (35.48.12): 4 In 192 BC an Aitolian representative accused the Roman general Flamininus of having done nothing in the recent war against Philip V of Macedon but “take auspices and sacrifice and pronounce vows in the front like some little sacrificial

priest,” while the Aitolians were risking their lives and confronting the real danger in battle.

New rituals were introduced in Rome – Dionysiac rituals, for example – which immediately became very popular, threatening public order and traditional religion, and making measures for their control necessary. After Actium, the most important new factor in the Roman Empire was the emperor. The existence of the emperor had consequences both for social and political rituals and for the practice of religion in Rome. I mention the efforts of the first princeps to reinforce traditional religion, including traditional rituals, and the way in which the establishment of the principate affected the celebration of the triumph and the organisation of spectacles by the Roman elite. The establishment of the principate introduced new ritualised forms of communication between subjects and emperor, for example the celebration of the adventus of the emperor in a city, the ritualised dispatch of embassies, the oath of loyalty, and the congratulatory rituals of cities upon the accession of a new

---


6 E.g., M. Beard, The Roman Triumph (Cambridge, Ma. 2007).


emperor. In these cases we are dealing not with the invention of new rituals but with the adaptation of pre-existing models.

2. Ritual Agency

The coming of the Romans often brought with it striking changes in ritual agency, i.e., in the nature of the authority by which the performance of rituals was supervised, negotiated, established, renewed, expanded, abolished, collated, changed, and explained. Until the coming of Rome, all this was an internal affair of the Greek communities. The treatment of rituals was not a simple matter; it involved complex negotiations within the community, between ritual experts and the assembly, between communities, between a community and a confederation, and between a community and its gods (especially by means of oracles). Nevertheless, it was an internal Greek affair. Roman expansion first made the Roman arbitrators in disputes – including disputes that affected religious matters –, and eventually made Roman authorities (the emperor and the provincial governor) judges, and the ultimate authorities who approved certain types of ritual practices.

My first example is that of Roman arbitration in religious disputes. The sanctuary of Sarapis on Delos faced local opposition from the very beginning of its existence. Around 200 BC, a temple was built only after the priest had defeated his opponents in a lawsuit. Some time later, a new conflict occurred between the priest of Sarapis and the Athenian authorities in Delos. As we may infer from an inscription, for which two different dates have been proposed (c. 166-164 and c. 58 BC), the Athenian authorities had
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13 I.Délos 1510; Syll. 664; R.K. Sherk, Roman Documents from the Greek East: Senatus consultae and epistulae to the Age of Augustus (Baltimore 1969), no. 5. See
forbidden the priest to open the sanctuary, which was probably at the
time a private one. The priest protested in Rome, successfully, and
returned to Athens with a _senatus consultum_, which allowed him to
operate the sanctuary as in the past. The Athenian authorities had to
comply.

A second example of the direct involvement of Roman power in
ritual matters is the review of the claims of Greek sanctuaries to
_asylia_ in 22/23 CE. The term _asylia_ had a variety of meanings,
ranging from the inviolability every sanctuary enjoyed and the
prohibition of reprisal as agreed between two communities, to the
personal inviolability, guaranteed by a foreign city, of an individual
from reprisal. In a narrower sense, in the Hellenistic period _asylia_
designated the claim of inviolability made by certain sanctuaries and
recognized by kings, cities, and confederations. Such inviolability
goes back to an early perception of sacred space and supplication: by
coming into physical contact with a sacred place the supplicant was
incorporated into the sanctity of the place and could not be harmed or
dragged away. In the Hellenistic period, ubiquitous wars presented a
clear danger to life, personal freedom, and property, both private and
public. They made the journeys of pilgrims, athletes, and performers
dangerous, and threatened to interrupt the regular course of religious
life and the celebration of festivals. Many cities officially declared
their sanctuaries inviolable, often after an oracle; in some cases they
even dedicated the entire city and its territory to a god, thus claiming
inviolability for it by putting it under the divine protection. For the
Greeks, then, _asylia_ was connected with the ritual of supplication,
The Romans had a different understanding of the Greek ritual. For them asylum was temporary refuge from civil law, and it is for this reason that they intervened. Tacitus (Annales 3.60.1-3) comments:

For throughout the Greek cities there was a growing laxity, and impunity, in the creation of rights of asylum. The temples were filled with the dregs of the slave population; the same shelter was extended to the debtor against his creditor and to the man suspected of a capital offence; nor was any authority powerful enough to quell the factions of a race which protected human felony equally with divine worship. It was resolved, therefore, that the communities in question should send their charters and deputies to Rome. A few abandoned without a struggle the claims they had asserted without a title: many relied on hoary superstitions or on their services to the Roman nation. It was an impressive spectacle which that day afforded, when the senate scrutinized the benefactions of its predecessors, the constitutions of the provinces, even the decrees of kings whose power antedated the arms of Rome, and the rites of the deities themselves, with full liberty as of old to confirm or change (transl. Clifford H. Moore).

Tacitus implies that the Romans decided whether a sanctuary’s asylum should be recognized or not primarily on the basis of political criteria: existing treaties and the services done by the applicants to the Roman people. Here, we observe a double dynamic of ritual: on the one hand in the political interpretation of a religious institution, on the other in the replacement of a traditional religious authority (divine oracles) with an external one.

In the case of asylia, the Romans only confirmed or abolished existing privileges. In other cases, their agency consisted in awarding privileges that affected the rituals of communities. The neokoreia, that is, the right to erect a temple to the emperor and consequently to hold the celebrations of the Imperial cult in a province, was a privilege which only the emperor could grant. It became subject to
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18 B. Burrell, Neokoroi: Greek Cities and Roman Emperors (Boston – Leiden 2004), with further bibliography.
competition among the Greek communities, exactly like asylia. The introduction of the cult of a living emperor in a city was also subject to approval, at least in the early Empire. The correspondence between the emperor Tiberius and the city of Gytheion on precisely this matter is a good example. In 15 CE, Gytheion organised a festival to honour the emperors and the local benefactors Eurykes and Lakon; the first day was dedicated to Augustus, the second to Tiberius, the third to Livia, the fourth to Germanicus, the fifth to Drusus, the sixth to Titus Quinctius Flamininus, the seventh to the memory of C. Iulius Eurykes, and, finally, the last day to C. Iulius Lakon. The relevant document is characterised as a hieros nomos, a sacred law, which had higher status than a decree or another law. If we only had this text, we would conclude that the city had unlimited sovereignty in these matters. A second inscription preserves, however, Tiberius’ response to the city’s request to bestow upon him divine honours and shows that the city’s decision was subject to approval.

The envoy you sent to me and to my mother, Decimus Tyrannius Nikanor, delivered to me your letter, to which were attached the laws you have introduced (tà νομοθετηθέντα) to express piety towards my father and to honour me.

The emperor praises the Gytheians for their gratitude towards Augustus, but then declines the honours offered to him, that is, he rejects the laws introduced by the Gytheians:
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19 SEG XI 923.
20 Cf. I.Pergamon 246 lines 61f.: τὸ δὲ ψήφισμα τὸ δὲ κύριον εἶναι εἰς ἄπαντα τὸν χρόνον καὶ κατὰ τὴν ἡμέραν αὐτὸ ἐν νόμοις ἐξ ἐννοίων. For other examples of hieroi nomoi with a higher status than other laws, see I.Pergamon 248 and LSCG Suppl. 45 line 69.
21 SEG XI 922. The inscription contains the fragmentary end of a civic document, a law with superior status over other documents (lines 5-10: ⌜--- ἐσσεθα κυρι[ότερον] ---] μήτε ψήφισμα ⌜--- ἐκκαθένος ἐστω ⌜--- ἡ ὑσία] αὐτοῦ καθορισθῶ ὑπερὶ ἡ[γεμόνα] --- ἐξ αὐτῆς τῶν θεών τειμύς, ἀλούς [--- ὡς ἐναγής ἀπολάλοιπον ἀκρίτου δ]ντος τοῦ κτείνας αὐτοῦ] and then the emperor’s answer (lines 13-20: ... ὁ περὶ θεῶν ὑμῶν [πρὸς τὸ] ἑμὲ καὶ τὴν ἑμὴν μητέρα πρεσβευτῆς Δέκχος Τυράννος Νεκάνωρ, [ἀνέ]δοκεν μοι τὴν ὑμετέραν ἐπιστολήν, ἣ προσεγέραθη τὰ νομοθετηθέντα ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν εἰς εὐσέβειαν μὲν τοῦ ἐμοῦ πατρὸς, τιμὴν δὲ τὴν ἑμετέραν. [Ε]πὶ ὡς ὑμῶν ἐπαινῶν προσήκει ὑπολαμβάνω καὶ κοινῆς πάντας ἀνθρώπους καὶ ἱδίᾳ τὴν ὑμετέραν πάλιν ἐξαιρέσεις φυλάσσει τὸν μεγέθει τὸν τοῦ ἐμοῦ πατρὸς εἰς ἄπαντα τὸν κόσμον εὐεργεσίων τὰς θεοῖς προποίουσας τιμᾶς, αὐτὸς δὲ ἄρκοιμαι ταῖς μετριωτέραις τε καὶ ἀνθρωπείαις).
As for me, I am well content with more moderate honours, appropriate to mortals.

Ritual agency has hardly been studied in the context of the Imperium Romanum, although Roman legislation and Roman authority did make a difference in the development of rituals in the Empire. The Romans may have been tolerant of foreign cults and local religious traditions, but their tolerance had limits, as the worshippers of Dionysos in Rome, the Druids, the Jews, and the Christians found out in different ways and on different occasions. Although the legal sources make only rather general statements concerning cults beyond the officially recognised worship – at least until the beginning of the prosecution of the Christians –, yet the intervention of Roman authorities in ritual practices can be observed in countless cases. Such interventions did not have to be as radical as the prohibition of circumcision under Septimius Severus, or in the case of other measures that clearly discriminated against the Jews.

Even the recommendation of Hadrian to the elite of the free city of Aphrodisias that the high priests give money for the construction of an aqueduct rather than for gladiatorial combats, or the edict of the governor of Macedonia L. Memmius Rufus (c. 100-150 CE), by which he took 1000 denarii originally donated by a benefactor for a Dionysiac procession and added it to the gymnasium fund, were in


23 On Roman measures concerning the Jews see more recently E. Baltrusch, Die Juden und das römische Reich. Geschichte einer konfliktreichen Beziehung (Darmstadt 2002); cf. the collection of studies by A.M. Rabello, The Jews in the Roman Empire: Legal Problems, from Herod to Justinian (Aldershot 2000).


25 SEG XLVIII 742 = I.Beroia 7 lines 26-30: προσελήνησα... ἐπὶ καὶ παρὰ Πλατυταγὸ Ἀλεξάνδρῳ... ἀκόπισαν, δηνάρια χελία τά ὑπὲρ τοῦ φαλλόν ὑμεῖν ὑπʼ αὐτοῦ χαρακτέντα. See now the new edition by P.M. Nigdelis – G.A. Souris, Λάθυσιας λέγει. Ένα διάστημα τῶν αὐτοκρατορικῶν χρόνων γιὰ τὸ γεγονόστι τῆς Βέροιας (Thessaloniki 2005).
fact interventions in ritual practices. Finally, an emperor could also introduce new rituals, as Hadrian did, when he deified his young friend Antinoos. The deification of Antinoos throughout the East was connected with the introduction of a mystery cult in Bithynion, Antinoos’ city of origin, and in Mantineia, allegedly Bithynion’s mother city.26

Beyond the authority of the emperor and the representatives of Rome in the provinces, we may observe another significant change in ritual agency in the Roman Empire: the mobility of the divine word. I am not referring to the diffusion of the sacred scripture of the Jews and the Christians – the first started earlier than the Roman Empire, and the second was only occurring during the Imperial period. I am referring to the dissemination of divine oracles – the Sibylline oracles being the best known example.27 I will briefly treat two oracles directly connected with ritual practices. The first is an oracular lex sacra from Lindos, stressing the priority of the purity of the mind over that of the purity of the body.28 The first line is taken from a metrical oracle also found in Epidauros: “You shall be pure inside the temple that smells of incense”. Lines two and three are taken from a Sarapis oracle also preserved in a manuscript in Vienna: “Come here with clean hands and with a pure mind and with a true tongue. Clean not through washing, but pure in mind”. This is an interesting example of dissemination of ritual texts. Far more famous and directly connected with ritual practices was another oracle: the theosophical oracle of Apollo Klarios, known both from an

27 D.S. Potter, Prophecy and History in the Crisis of the Roman Empire (Oxford 1990), 95-140.
inscription at Oinoanda and from literary sources. Apollo speaks and gives a definition of god:

Borne of itself, untaught, without a mother, unshakeable, not contained in a name, known by many names, dwelling in fire, this is god. We, his angels, are a small part of god. To you who ask this question about god, what his essential nature is, he has pronounced that aether is god who sees all, gazing upon whom you should pray at dawn, looking towards the sunrise.

For many worshippers of traditional religion it must have been as shocking to learn from Apollo that the traditional gods were only messengers, and a small part of a motherless polyonymous god, as it was for Julian two centuries later to learn, again from Apollo, that his oracle was no more.

What was the impact of this oracle? Stephen MITCHELL has plausibly associated this oracle and its ritual prescription (“gaze at the sun and pray at dawn, looking towards the sunrise”) with the cult of Theos Hypsistos. He has further argued that the theosebeis, i.e., gentiles who attended the Jewish synagogue, should be identified with the worshipers of Theos Hypsistos (hypsistarii, hypsistiani). The old gods were integrated into this worship as angels of the one
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god. He also suggested that this monotheistic worship, which was strongly influenced by Judaism, was widely diffused in the Mediterranean. Although I am not convinced that every single dedication to Theos Hypsistos in every site of the Mediterranean was made by a theosebes  and I do not agree with the characterisation of this worship as monotheistic, there can be little doubt that the oracle of Apollo had an impact on worship, and not only in Asia Minor. A dedication from Amastris, explicitly dedicated to Theos Hypsistos, may indeed be an allusion to this oracle:

Upon command of the god with the long hair [i.e., Apollo] this altar [has been erected] of the highest god, who has power over everything, who cannot be seen, but who observes evil deeds, so that plagues of man can be driven away from mortals.

This dedication was made upon command of an oracle of Apollo. The nature of this supreme god is described in terms similar to those in the theosophical oracle: the highest god has power over everything; he cannot be seen, but observes everything. But the βροτολογετα δειματα that Theos Hypsistos averts may be an allusion to the plague during the reign of Marcus Aurelius (cf. below), and in this case the oracle may have been one of the oracles of Apollo Klarios connected with this event.

An essential feature of the cult of Theos Hypsistos was the lighting of fire on altars and lamps. Numerous bronze objects from the Roman East (dated to the third century CE) have recently been


shown to be lamp hangers used in the cult of Theos Hypsistos (λόγχυς κρεμαστός). The increased importance of the ritual of *lychnapsia*, the lighting of lamps, must be attributed to the influence of the cult of Theos Hypsistos, which was in its turn associated with Jewish practices. This made necessary the existence of cult personnel dedicated to this task (*lychnaptes, lychnaptria*).

An interesting group of inscriptions with the same text in Greek and Latin – a clear indication of the mobility of religious ideas in this period – may also originate in the uncertainties caused by the oracle of Klaros. The text declares that a dedication was made to the gods and goddesses in accordance with the interpretation of an oracle of Apollo Klarios. The Latin version of this text (*diis deabusque secundum interpretationem oraculi Clarii Apollinis*) is known from ten inscriptions found in Dalmatia, Italy, Sardinia, Numidia, Mauretania, Spain, and Britain. A Greek version (ὀφείλει καὶ θεαί ἀπὸ ἐξηγήσεως χρησιμοῦ Ἀπόλλωνος Κλαρίου) was discovered in an inscription from Pisidia. Eric Birley, who knew only the Latin inscriptions, associated these dedications with an oracle given during Caracalla’s illness in 213 CE, Christopher Jones with an oracle of Apollo Klarios recommending measures in order to face the plague that began in 165 CE. Stephen Mitchell (n. 39) has suggested identifying this oracle precisely with the theosophical oracle from Oinoanda. The exegesis may have recommended the worship of the traditional Olympian gods, although they ranked below the highest god. Thus the exegesis would have reconciled traditional religion
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36 E.g., *I.Leukopetra* 39 (cult of Mether Theon, Leukopetra, 193/4 CE); *LSAM* 28 lines 13f. (cult of Dionysos, Teos, first century CE); *IGBulg* III 1517 line 30 (cult of Dionysos, Philippiopolis, third century); *LSCG* Suppl. 25 A 6f. (lighting of lamps in the daily service in Epidaurus, second/third century). Of course, the lighting of lamps is already attested earlier in Greek religion; see e.g. *SEG* XLIII 1186 (Kyrene, 4th cent. BC): λυχνοκατα.

37 One should also consider the influence of Egyptian rituals; see e.g. *LSAM* 36 lines 13-15.

38 For the references, see Busine 2005, op. cit. (n. 29), 184f.


with the rising popularity of monotheistic tendencies. The occasions envisaged by BIRLEY and JONES explain the existence of an oracle, but not why an interpretation (ἐνήγεζηο) recommending dedications to the gods and the goddesses was necessary. This is why I find MITCHELL’s suggestion quite possible. It is conceivable that the priests at Klaros took the initiative of sending Apollo’s message to the Latin-speaking parts of the Empire, exactly as Alexander of Abonou Teichos made sure that the oracles of his new god became known (Lucian, Alexander 24).

Even if the cult of Theos Hypsistos did not have the uniformity postulated by Stephen MITCHELL, the existence of a ritual text (an oracle) issued by a divine authority (Apollo) must have had a substantial impact. How the existence of an empire facilitated the diffusion not only of ritual texts but also of uniform ritual practices can be observed in the case of dispersed communities of worshippers, such as the initiates in mystery cults – Mithraic, Dionysiac, Orphic, Egyptian. The uniform iconography and vocabulary of rituals reflect the existence of uniform traditions, without excluding the possibility of deviations from rules. Sacred landscapes, such as Dionysiac grottos and miniature Niles, were reproduced for the performance of rituals.\(^{41}\) The iconography and vocabulary of the mysteries of Mithras, whether in Dura-Europos in Syria or in the Mithraeum of the Church of Santa Prisca in Rome or in the ‘Schlangengefäß’ from Mainz,\(^{42}\) reproduce to some extent the same model (e.g., in the designations of initiation grades). More important, the uniform hierarchical structure of Mithraic communities reproduced phenomena of contemporary society, especially relations of patronage. Patterns of hierarchy and


subordination were expressed through ritual performances of ‘liberation’ and ‘abasement’.  

Magic is a major ritual activity, and one in which unifying agents were also at work in the Roman Empire. It has been observed that the magical recipes we find in magical papyri were copied and disseminated. Magical formulae found in texts all over the Empire originate in such recipes. It is only through the existence of such handbooks that we can explain, for example, the wide dissemination of an exorcism aimed at curing the condition known as the wandering womb. The exorcism addresses the womb of a woman and orders it to curtail its movements, which were believed to cause diseases. The ritual of this exorcism is known from the magical papyri, but also from an amulet in Beirut – the author of which misunderstood the Latin ipsa of the formulary and did not replace it with the personal name of the woman who was to use the amulet – and another amulet in Great Britain; the wording of the exorcism is used in an Aramaic recipe from seventh-century Cairo and it lives on in modern Greek in the colloquial expression ἔια κνπλὶ ζηὸλ ηόπν ζνπ.

Another ritual, the diffusion of which cannot be explained without positing instructions given by professional magicians, is the cession of lost property to a god with the request to find and punish the culprit. This practice is attested in magical texts (‘prayers for

45 The material has been collected by C.A. Faraone, ‘New Light on Ancient Greek Exorcisms of the Wandering Womb’, Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 144 (2003), 189-197.
46 R. Kotansky, Greek Magical Amulets: The Inscribed Gold, Silver, Copper, and Bronze Lamellae. Part I. Published Texts of Known Provenance (Opladen 1994), 265-269 no. 51.
justice’), ‘confession inscriptions’, and dedications.⁴⁷ A tablet, probably from Lydia, is a good example:⁴⁸

I dedicate to you, Mother of the Gods, all the golden objects which I have lost; in order that she (the goddess) will investigate (the matter) and reveal everything, and in order that those who possess them will be punished in a manner worthy of her power, so that she (the goddess) will not look ridiculous.

The victim was probably a woman, who not only suffered the loss of gold objects, but also the loss of face. In order to motivate the goddess to act, she transferred the loss of face to the goddess, thus urging her to reveal her power. The goddess became the victim of the theft and was forced to punish the culprit. This procedure is known from many texts, from Asia Minor to Britain, that record the permanent transmission of property claims from a mortal to a divinity. In a dedication from Kula (176 CE) a woman who had been cheated during a transaction reports:⁴⁹

I have bought [---], but having been treated disdainfully, I have ‘ceded’ them to Mes Axiottenos, so that he can do with them as he pleases.

The same ritual act of cession is also attested in Macedonia, in the sanctuary of the Mother of Gods at Leukopetra (near Beroia). One of the inscriptions found there records the donation of a lost female
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slave by a man, who requested the goddess to look for her and, in case of success, keep her.\footnote{I.Leukopetra 53 (second century CE): ἐχαρισώμην κοράσιον ὄνοματι Συνφέρονσαν ... τῷ κε ἀρσούλο <Ω>ον τῷ αὐτῇ ἀναζητήσεις.} That cession was a ceremonial act performed in sanctuaries and recorded by priests. It can be inferred from a text from Saguntum (first century CE).\footnote{J. Corell, ‘Invocada la intervención de Iau en una defixio de Sagunto (Valencia)’, Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 130 (2000), 241-247.} A slave (Chryse), who was the victim of theft by another slave, invoked Iao and donated to him the stolen money (\textit{rogat et a Iau dat pecunia quae a me accepit Heracl\ae}), expecting the god to punish the thief. The person imposing the curse promised a reward to a cult functionary for his services (\textit{do pecuniam onori sacricola}). Finally, cession is attested in many British curse tablets. I only quote one example from London (third century CE).\footnote{R.S.O. Tomlin – M.W.C. Hassall, ‘Inscriptions’, Britannia 34 (2003), 363.}

I give to the goddess Diana my headgear and band less one-third. If anyone has done this, I give him, and through me let him be unable to live.

3. Ritual Transfer

A dedicatory relief of unknown provenance, from somewhere in the Near East (third or second century BC), shows a priest in Oriental dress burning incense.\footnote{P. Bordreuil – P.-L. Gattier, ‘Le relief du prêtre Philot\ae’, Syria 67 (1990), 329-338.} The tradition of worshipping the gods by burning incense on a \textit{thymiaterion} or a pyre is Semitic. But the priest, with the very Greek name Philotas, is not standing in front of the statue of an Oriental god, but in front of a statue of Herakles, represented according to the standard Greek iconographic tradition. Herakles, notorious for his good appetite, would never have appreciated such an offering in a Greek sanctuary; in Greece, he demanded the sacrifice of animals – occasionally demanding for himself not just a thigh but the ninth part of the animal. This example demonstrates the complex nature of phenomena of syncretism and cult transfer. Are we dealing with a Greek worshipping a Greek god in an Oriental manner? Or with an Oriental who has adopted the Greek iconography for his god, a Greek name for himself, and the
Greek language for his dedication? No matter how we answer this unanswerable question, it is nevertheless clear that we are confronted with a phenomenon of ritual dynamics: the performance of a ritual outside of its traditional context.

If similar phenomena abound in the Roman Empire, it is because of the increased mobility that the Empire made possible: the involuntary mobility of captives and slaves; the individual mobility of the trader and the artisan; the planned mobility of colonisation; the institutionalised mobility of the representatives of imperial authority – the army, and the staff of the provincial administration. The transfer of rituals took place through different channels and took a variety of forms precisely because the forms of mobility were so diverse.

The introduction of new cults is, of course, not a new phenomenon under the Roman Empire. I cannot think of any area eventually integrated into the Imperium Romanum that did not witness the introduction of a foreign cult or was not influenced by foreign cults already before the establishment of Roman rule. Yet the mobility of persons and ideas under the Roman Empire enhanced this process. The introduction of the cult of a god – or the attribution of a new epithet or aspect to a traditional god – did not necessarily also mean the introduction of a new ritual. People in a small Syrian town might worship a god called by the Greek name Zeus without offering a sacrifice according to Greek rite. So it is necessary to make a distinction between cult transfer and ritual transfer.

Ritual transfer occurred in the Roman Empire in two different ways: in a geographical sense, i.e., the transfer of rituals from one region to another; and in a metaphorical sense, from one context to another.

---

54 Some aspects of this subject were studied in the project “Römische Reichsreligion und Provinzialreligion”; see J. Rüpke (ed.), Antike Religionsgeschichte in räumlicher Perspektive (Tübingen 2007); see also C. Ando, The Matter of the Gods: Religion and the Roman Empire (Berkeley 2008), 100-105. A good example is offered by the diffusion of the Egyptian and oriental mystery cults and their rituals; see L. Brcault, Atlas de diffusion des cultes isiaques (Paris 2001); id., Recueil des inscriptions concernant les cultes isiaques (Paris 2005); C. Bonnet et al. (eds.), Religions orientales – culti misterici: Neue Perspektiven – nouvelles perspectives – perspettive nuove (Stuttgart 2006); L. Bricault et al. (eds.), Nile into Tiber: Egypt in the Roman World (Leiden 2007). On the paradigm of sacrificial rituals in Asia Minor see G. Schörner, ‘Opferritual und Opferdarstellung: Zur Struktuierung der Zentrum-Peripherie-Relation in Kleinasien’, in: H. Cancik et
Another characteristic example of the first category is the wide diffusion of the Roman funerary ritual of the *rosalia*, the annual adornment of the grave with roses. This custom took place on the occasion of the Roman festival of the *Rosalia* (or *Rosae* or *Rosatio*), devoted to the commemoration of the deceased and mostly celebrated by families and burial associations in May. In the Greek East it is attested under the name of ῥόδα or ῥοδισμός. It was probably first brought by Roman and Italian settlers to the Balkans, and was very soon imitated by the local populations there and further East, since it could easily be associated with the traditional custom of bringing flowers to the grave.

Another example is the introduction of the rituals of the Roman festival of the *Compitalia* in Delos in the late second century BC. Here, the *Compitalia* were celebrated in front of the houses and in the neighbourhoods of Italian families, where private sacrifices to the Lares, Mercurius, and Hercules were offered. Although the festival had an official character, as a festival of the community of the *Italici*, it was nevertheless also adopted by persons of a different ethnic origin, namely the freedmen of the Italian families. The athletic competitions, the *ludi*, and the sacrifices were part of the original tradition; but the custom of erecting altars in front of the houses was a Greek tradition adopted by the Italian settlers.

The establishment of Roman colonies throughout the Empire meant the performance of the same rituals during the foundation of each city as well as the copying of the religious institutions of Rome, even though the new cultic traditions often merged with the local ones as Nicole BELAYCHE has recently demonstrated. In addition to the institutionalised transfer of rituals by larger groups of settlers like


55 C. Kokkinia, ‘Rosen für die Toten im griechischen Raum und eine neue *rodismo*-Inschrift aus Bithynien’, *Museum Helveticum* 56 (1999), 204-221.


Roman colonists – the Jewish diaspora being the best known phenomenon of this type – the mobility of individuals could also contribute to the mobility of rituals. When a senator from Perge founded a sanctuary at Panoias in Portugal, he wrote some of the ritual prescriptions in Greek. 59 The ritual prescriptions for the cult of Mes in Athens were introduced by immigrants. 60 When a Phrygian died at Dyrrhachion in Epirus, the funerary imprecation written on his grave used a typical formula known from his country: “the violator should lose his own children in foreign lands”. 61

A curse formula is not simply a text; it is a performative ritual text, and requires the performance of a ritual, even if this ritual does not have to be very elaborate and it may be as simple as raising both hands towards the sun and uttering the words. The diffusion of the same iconography of ritual gestures throughout the Empire implies the diffusion of the rituals in which these gestures found application, exactly as the diffusion of the same vocabulary implies the diffusion of ritual practices. I have already mentioned the dissemination of the custom of lighting altars and lamps. Another ritual that gained great popularity was hymnody. 62 Alexander, the false prophet of Abonou Teichos, requested through an oracle that the cities of Paphlagonia and Pontos send choruses of boys. 63 Hymnodoi were sent by various cities to the oracle of Apollo at Klaros. 64 In Stratonikeia and Teos, new decrees were passed mandating the singing of hymns on a

61 I.Dyrrachion 58: εἰ δὲ τις ἡμέτερον τύμβον σ(τ)ῆλην τε θελῆσῃ σκῦλαι ἐν ἀλλοδαπῇ τοια τέκας κοιδίοι.
monthly and daily basis respectively. Several of the metrical oracles of Klaros recommend the singing of hymns, which was also practiced in the cult of the emperor.

At the border between prayer and magic Henk Versnel has placed a particular group of texts designated as ‘prayers for justice’. Their most important difference from normal curses is the fact that the imposer of the curse justifies his actions, persuading and not forcing the avenging divinity to act. Prayers for justice make their first appearance in the third century BC and remain very rare in the Hellenistic period. Their wide dissemination in the Imperial period is another example of ritual transfer.

The second category of ritual transfer is not connected with a geographical displacement or diffusion but with a change of context. The best example is the imperial cult, the rituals of which were to a great part modelled on the rituals of the worship of the gods – with celebrations on the birthday of the emperor, processions, the carrying of statues (cf. the office of the sebastophoros), sacrifices, the singing of hymns, prayers, banquets, contests, and possibly mysteries. Although there are many similarities between the Hellenistic ruler

---

65 LSAM 69; I.Stratonikeia 1101.
69 Two early clear cases of ‘prayers for justice’: R. Wünsch, Defixionum Tabellae Atticae. IG III.3. Appendix (Berlin 1897), no. 102 (Athens, third century BC?); SEG XLVII 510 (Oropos, late third century BC).
cult, as it was practiced in the poleis, and the imperial cult, we can still observe significant differences, such as the latter’s performance by provincial and other koina, new types of spectacles (gladiatorial combats and venationes), the singing of hymns by hymnodoi, the carrying of the images of emperors in processions; and the performance of prayers not only for the well-being of the emperor, but indeed addressed to the emperor.

4. Ritual Emulation and Competition

A strong motivation for ritual transfer comes from envy and a spirit of competition, which together inspire emulation. Here, I am not concerned with competition within a community but with competition among communities. A letter of Antoninus Pius addressed to Ptolemais but found in Kyrene (153/54 CE) is a telling piece of evidence. The emperor criticises Ptolemais for having

---


74 This has been a controversial subject, but in addition to the material which I discuss in Chaniotis 2003, op.cit. (n. 67), 19f., we now have further evidence from Keramos. A new inscription (SEG LIII 1210, c. 150-200 CE) commemorates the performance of a prayer by the association of the priests of Theos Sebastos (Augustus): τὸ σύστημα τῶν ἱερέων Θεοῦ [Σεβαζ]ηνῦ ἵππῳ [Σεβαζ]ηνῦ ἵππῃ [Σεβαζ]. E. Varinlioglu, ‘Die Inschriften von Keramos’, in: V. Ruggieri (ed.), Il golfo di Keramos: dal tardo-antico al medioevo bizantino (Soveria Mannelli 2003), 401f., assumed that the priests performed a sacrifice for the well-being of an emperor. Yet since the priests were those of Augustus and not of the current emperor, it is more likely that this priestly board, presumably consisting of all the former priests of Augustus, addressed their prayer to the deified emperor.

recently sent a delegation to the Capitolia in Rome for the first time, because such actions caused strife among the poleis:\(^\text{76}\)

I am amazed that although you have never sent a delegation and participated in the joint sacrifice at the contest of the Capitolia in the past, you have now sent a delegation for the first time; for you very well know that such innovations cause strife among the cities. The joint sacrifice was offered during the contest on behalf of the ethnos (i.e., of the cities of Kyrenaika).

A roughly contemporary inscription from Aphrodisias honours a generous woman who had served as priestess of the Augusti and stephanephoros. Among other things she offered sacrifices for the health of the emperors; she organised banquets for the entire people; and

she brought for the first time for the thymelic and scenic competitions the best plays in Asia and presented them to the fatherland, so that the neighbouring cities came and participated in the festival in order to attend the performance of the plays.\(^\text{77}\)

The celebration of festivals in the Roman Empire contributed to the mobility of traders, actors, entertainers, athletes, and spectators. It also contributed to the mobility of the rituals that were performed in these celebrations.

For a ritual experienced in one place might be admired, discussed, envied, and emulated. Another decree, this time for the benefactor Epameinondas of Akraiphia in Boiotia (c. 40 CE), explicitly states that his extremely high and continual expenditures were not only admired in his city, but also in the neighbouring cities.\(^\text{78}\) In the Greek world, envy (phthonos) and emulation


\(^{77}\) MAMA VIII 492 B: ἐν τε τοῖς θυμελικοῖς καὶ σκηνικοῖς ἀγόσαν τὰ προτεύοντα ἐν τῇ Ἀσίᾳ ἀκροάματα αὐτήν πρῶτος ἀγαγόουσαν καὶ διείσασαν τῇ πατρίδι, ὡς ἐπὶ τὴν δεξίαν τῶν ἀκροαμάτων συνελθεῖν καὶ συνερτάσαι τὰς ἀστυγενιώσας πόλεις.

(mimesis) go together, and a successful ritual would always find imitators. The almost uniform ritual practices in celebrating festivals, honouring athletes and benefactors, organising banquets, etc., are the result of such emulation. This explains, e.g., the foundation of dozens of Pythian festivals in the Balkans and in Asia Minor in the third century CE (27 cases are known), but also the new ‘habit’ of the people interrupting the funeral of a benefactor, seizing the body of the deceased, and transforming the family funeral into a public event. This is attested for the first time in Knidos (late first or early second century CE). As the death of a descendant of a local benefactor became known, “the people were shocked beyond measure because of her virtue and her reputation”. The people then assembled with great zeal in the theatre [lacuna], while her corpse was being carried out. And after the people had seized her body, they unanimously demanded that they might bury her with the participation of the entire people, and manifested through acclamations her virtue, in order that she receive also after her death the appropriate honours.

This example was soon after followed in another city in Karia, in Aphrodisias, in the early second century CE. Here, too, the people interrupted the family funeral and carried the corpse of Tatia Attalis away in order to bury it in a public ceremony. Some time later this

δαπανήματα αύτοῦ γενέσθαι. For a detailed discussion of this text see Chaniotis 2008, op.cit. (n. 75) and E. Stavrianopoulou’s paper in this volume.


80 R. Weir, Roman Delphi and its Pythian Games (Oxford 2004), 176-211.


83 SEG XLV 1502: ἐπεὶ Τατία ... Ἀτταλίς ... πρῶμοι[ον νῦν ? τέλος εἱρε] τοῦ βίου, ἐπὶ τε τοῦτο δημόσιον ἡ πόλις[ε πένθος ὑδήλωσεν] ἠρτάσασα τὸ πτώμα
was repeated in Kaunos, and in 177 CE the burial of Herodes Atticus, which was being performed by his freedmen in Marathon, was interrupted by the Athenian ephebes, who marched from Athens to Marathon, “seized the body with their own hands”, brought it back to Athens in procession, and buried it there, near the stadium that Herodes had donated. By the time of Herodes’ death, something that had started as a spontaneous emotional response in one city had become a calculated ritual.

Competition among communities not only caused emulation, and consequently dissemination of rituals; it also caused differentiation, that is, the development of a particular local profile of a cult. There was an Apollo festival in every city, but only Akraiphia celebrated it with the performance of the syrtos-dance, many cities had festivals of Hera, but only Plataia celebrated it by constructing and burning wooden images, the daidala, every city had a festival of Artemis, but only in Mopsouhestia was the priestess designated as diabetria Perasias and made to walk through fire. There was no city without a festival of Dionysos; but only one city, perhaps Chalkis, performed a unique ritual: a man was carried on a phallus fifty-five times.

85 Philostratos, Vitae sophistarum 15,20: ἀποθανόντος δὲ αὐτοῦ ἐν τῷ Μαραθῶνι καὶ ἐπισκήπτας τοῖς ἀπελευθέρωσις ἐκεῖ θάτειν Αθηναίοι ταῖς τῶν ῥήτους ξερὴν ῥασάσαντες ὡς ἄστιν ἄγεγεν προσανατλάτης τῷ λέγει πάσα ἡλικία δακρύος ὥμα καὶ ἀνεγεμιστὸν, ὅπα παῖδε χρῆστον πατρὸς χηρεύσαντες ...
86 IG VII 2712, line 66.
around the orchestra of the theatre. Many sanctuaries promised healing, gave oracles, or performed mysteries, but it was only the sanctuary of the snake-god Glykon New Asklepios that combined all three services. Everywhere in the Empire we encounter designations of cult officials that allude to unique local festivals and rituals. This too, is an aspect of ritual dynamics in the Roman Empire: the resistance to the trend of homogenisation through the revival of old local rituals (or the invention of pseudo-old rites).

And even in the case of cult communities with an empire-wide diffusion, such as the Dionysiac associations, competition was possible. The members of a Dionysiac association (the Iobakchoi) in Athens stressed through acclamations during a meeting the fact that their club, with its new statutes, would be the best among the Dionysiac associations:

They called out: – Long live our priest Herodes! – Now we are happy! Now our Bakchus Club is the first among all (Bakchie) clubs!

5. Beyond ‘Romanisation’: Cultural Dynamics in the Roman Empire

This survey of ritual dynamics in the Roman Empire is suggestive and not complete. Focusing on general themes, such as agency, transfer, competition, and emulation, I have attempted to show that the phenomena which one may observe in the Roman Empire are of a paradigmatic value for the study of ritual dynamics in general.

91 E.g., the pallake at Tralleis; see S.L. Budin, ‘Pallakai, Prostitutes, and Prophetesses’, Classical Philology 98 (2003), 148-159; the pyrouchos of Demeter in Termessos: SEG LII 1402; the periegetes in Lesbos: IG XII.2.484; various officials who carried objects in processions: Chaniotis 2008, op.cit. (n. 75) 79 note 45; various cult officials in Lydia (e.g. perirantes): M.P. de Hoz, Die lydischen Kulte im Lichte der griechischen Inschriften (Bonn 1999), 87-98.
For the ancient historian, the study of ritual dynamics in the Imperium Romanum illuminates aspects of a multifaceted process of change that is only inadequately described as ‘Romanisation’. The term ‘Romanisation’ implies an one-sided relationship between centre (Rome) and periphery (provinces). But as recent research has made clear\(^93\) and as this article has argued, the religious and cultural changes in the Roman Empire are the result of far more complex processes. To understand them means to abandon the model of the relations between centre and periphery and to re-assess the significance of local traditions, regional competitions, agency, and individual initiatives in the context of an Empire.

Oxford, October 2008